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PREFACE

To imagine the beauty of the delicate stencils which Dwiggins,

with incredible skill, fashioned out of thin, transparent materials,

would be difficult for anyone who has not seen these plates. The

surety of the knife’s incision, the bevelled edges of the intricate

designs, the originality of their use— these were reasons enough

to wish to gather them into a book, although, necessarily, in their

ultimate printed form.

But such a compilation interested Dwiggins for quite a differ-

ent reason. A volume filled with a variety of unrelated lines and

curves (building blocks for ornaments, or “elements,” as he call-

ed them) together with some of the designs formed from these

elements, might be of particular interest to a student of art and

design.

Thus it was that in the early fifties we decided upon this sub-

ject for a book to be produced under the imprint of Puterschein-

Hingham, our private press. But his failing health interfered, so

that he was not able to do more than write a rough description

of the process and make a few sketches. And so our plans were

set aside, but not forgotten. Now, some twenty-five years later,

the book has taken shape.

Of the various ways in which Dwiggins used the stencil, this

book deals chiefly with the most important category: the typo-

graphical designs such as vignettes, borders, repeat patterns, etc.,

made for the most part by combining several small elements; in

some instances a single stencil produced the complete design.

The elements, reproduced actual size and presented according

to Dwiggins’ own classifications, are interspersed with examples

of ornaments that he made with them. Except for the designs for
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book covers, and a border for a poster, the ornaments are shown

in the sizes in which they appeared originally. Since many of the

celluloid stencils have long ago disintegrated, all the components

of a specific design cannot always be found among the elements

shown. Nevertheless it is interesting to take a certain unit and

trace the varied and ingenious ways in which he utilized one sim-

ple device.

That these ornaments harmonize so well with type may be at-

tributed in part to the crisp line produced by the knife-cut sten-

cil. However, due to the conditions under which the material for

this book was collected, it is inevitable that some reproductions

do not exhibit the expected sharpness of line.

Most of the elements shown have been assembled from more

than 250 celluloid and acetate stencils, at times there being sev-

eral elements on one piece of film. These elements were organ-

ized as to design, then arranged in an orderly manner by placing

them inside ruled panels which are usually page size; a few are

smaller or irregular in shape. Thus the elements are separated

from the designs made from them. However, the larger units are

not so differentiated.

The stencil ornaments here reproduced are but a small selec-

tion from those created in that medium. They are characteristic

of Dwiggins’ style, but not all such ornaments found in his work

were made with stencils; some were pen-and-ink, others a com-

bination of stencil and pen.

In widely separated parts of the world the stencil has long been

used for both utilitarian and decorative purposes. Two uses are

related to the book arts: some choir books of the eighteenth cen-

tury had text, music, and decorations produced entirely by sten-

cils; at a later date pochoir (the French word for “stencil,” de-

noting the process) was carried to a high degree of perfection in
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the reproduction of paintings and prints, as well as for the illus-

tration of books.

Thus Dwiggins was utilizing long established procedures in

employing stencils for textiles, lettering, and illustration. But his

application of this medium to the creation of typographical orna-

ments was unique, both in the way in which he devised them as

well as in the individuality of their style. And that these designs

are so harmonious with type—at their sparkling best when print-

ed in black— must lie in the fact that they are the work of a mas-

ter of calligraphy and type design; or, in his own, more simple

words, of a “Black and White-Smith.”

Finally, grateful acknowledgement is made to Margaret Evans,

Jean Whitnack, Doris Hauman, and Natalie Norris for their en-

couragement and helpful criticism.

IX
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A NOTE BY THE ARTIST

CONCERNING HIS USE OF STENCILS

FOR BOOK ORNAMENTATION



This experiment with book ornament via stencils had three ori-

gins. The first was an attempt along lines that might be called a

“rubber stamp prelude.” I cut sprigs, leaves, and flowers on sev-

eral blocks of cherry wood “on the plank.” The elements were

derived, vaguely, from the backgrounds of Persian book illumi-

nations and from details of blue Canton willow-pattern. With

these and a folded-cotton stamp-pad fed with black Higgins draw-

ing ink, I undertook to stamp assembled designs to be reproduced

in line by photoengraving. However, this method proved to be

too difficult.

The second origin: It occurred to me that stencils cut in thin

celluloid would be much easier to make and to place in position

because the material was transparent. The edges of the prints*

would be sharper. An attempt with acetate stencil sheets instead

of celluloid was unlucky. Humidity changes caused the acetate

to shrink and swell and so threw multicolor projects out of reg-

ister. Most of the celluloid stencils kept their shapes, but a num-

ber, put away between sheets of paper, underwent some kind of

chemical reaction with impurities in the paper that turned both

celluloid and paper into brittle scraps. Possibly the use of vinyl

would cure both troubles.

The third inspiration occurred underground, in the Park Street

* Actually, one stencils a stencil and the product is a stencil. For

clarity, print and synonyms of it are used as needed. —d.a.



ows cast by the concrete beams and

arches suggested a battery of elements made up of geometrical

shapes and motions—circles, straight lines, triangles, conic sec-

tion curves. These, cut as stencils, produced what Carl Rollins

called my “concrete mixer” style. These elements turned out de-

signs that were novel and lively.

So there were two lines of attack upon ornament via stencils:

(i) natural curves, stems, leaves and flowers; (2) geometrical

shapes—sharp, hard patterns— sometimes following growth de-

velopments, and sometimes abstract geometrical traceries, for

their own sweet sake.

It has been interesting to see how the elements could be used

to construct pictorial subjects: landscapes, dramatic incidents

with figures, etc. The question naturally arises: Why use sten-

cilled scraps for this purpose? Particularly with the geometrical

lot, the excuse for the indirect attack is the fact that the assem-

bled elements provide extra-sharp and emphatic statement—

a

kind of conventionalization arrived at unconsciously, that some-

how seems in harmony with type letters. The first making of

pictures via stencil was in the Overbrook Press edition of One

More Spring, 1935. For these semipictorial projects I usually

made a rough pencil or watercolor sketch of the action or view,

and then applied the stencil interpretation on top of the sketch.



A NOTE BY THE ARTIST

For vignettes and other pieces of an orna-

mental nature I have done without sketch-

ing, and allowed the elements to bud and

grow according to their obvious intentions

and relations. The first use of the stencil

method for making ornament per se occur-

red in Varaphs, Knopf, 1928.

The specimens shown in this book fall into several classes:

What is left* of the naturalistic celluloid elements

Geometrical elements and designs

Border elements, both naturalistic and geometrical

“African” decorative elements

Designs to be repeated to make “over-all” patterns

Elements {lines, dots) to be repeated to make textures

Devices without any ornamental aims in themselves,

cut as aids toward constructing other designs—letter-

ing, for example, music signs, and signs for maps

Designs for special jobs

Illustration

Examples of elements combined into final form

*“What is left”—apply this throughout. Some varieties

of celluloid stood up against the assaults of chemicals

and time; others crumbled into bits.



About method. The

most suitable gauge

for film, celluloid or

otherwise, is .0075

of an inch.To cut the

in the Japanese man-

ner, pushing it ahead with a finger, instead of dr" vving it towards

me. The knives were made from hack saw blades by careful chip-

ping, grinding, and whetting—the metal blade laid into two piec-

es of a split wooden handle and bound about with waxed cord.

All of this is very much Japanese.

The cutting is done into bits of celluloid taped in place over

the pen drawings of the elements. After the ties have been locat-

ed, a light cutting is made, not all the way through the film, and

if necessary, French chalk rubbed into the scratches. Then over

black paper to let you see where to go, a final cut is made through

the film.

The stencil brushes are the conventional kind, bought at art-

ists’ supply stores, say Y%' barrel with stiff bristles 3/2” long.

I brush out Higgins drawing ink on a china slab and charge the

stencil brush from this. To charge the brush properly is the criti-

cal point in the operation. Too much ink will run out under the

stencil plate and destroy the design; too little will call for a dan-

gerous amount of scrubbing. The right amount, found out only

by trial and error, will cut the edges sharply. After the stencilling

is done, if the design requires it, the ties are filled in with a pen.

WILLIAM ADDISON DWIGGINS



SUPPLEMENTARY TECHNICAL DETAILS

N<?£ long after Dwiggins wrote the preceding note, his health

became further impaired, thus preventing him from expanding

the text or completing the diagrams. The additional details in-

cluded here are derived from his notes as well as from personal

observation and experience.

Dwiggins’ stencilled ornaments and illustrations were produced

by either of two quite different methods. One required that a

sketch be made in pencil, ink, or watercolor to serve as a guide

in cutting the stencil, the number of colors used determining the

number of stencils to be cut. The other procedure lay in combin-

ing separate stencils delineating lines, curves, and solid portions

of the finished design. This finished design was predetermined

only by its purpose, shape, and size; the actual form was the re-

sult of sometimes accidental, at other times inevitable, combina-

tions of the elements.

ties, breaks in the design, are essential to holding the stencil in-

tact. They may either be filled in after the design has been print-

ed; or, in multicolorwork, they may be covered by succeeding

colors; or they may be planned as an integral part of the design.

On the sketch, ties may be indicated “with white watercolor as

warnings not to cut across.”

to cut a stencil from a sketch, first tape the sketch to white

cardboard; then, over the sketch, tape the film to be cut. Thus the

mounted sketch and film can be turned freely as the cutting re-

quires. For multicolor designs register marks must be added.

“The cut in the stencil film is made by pushing the knife away
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from you. Begin cutting in a central region of the design, work-

ing outward to the edges. Watch the drag of the point of the knife

in the film. The first cut is made lightly, not much more than a

scratch.” When a piece of black paper is inserted between the

sketch and film, it shows the scratches as white lines. To make

them more visible, rub with French chalk. Then carefully recut

these lines to penetrate the film. At times, if the scratch is mere-

ly deepened, bits of the portions to be removed can be pushed

out with a knife.

Small stencils for monochrome printing can be used without any

sort of mounting, although extra care in handling is required.

However, if a stencil device is to be used often, it is desirable to

tape it to the bottom of a piece of cardboard in which an open-

ing has been cut slightly larger than the design. The card serves

as a convenient “handle,” helps to hold in place the material to

be stencilled, and makes it visible as it lies on the drawing table.

A clean, transparent stencil can be very elusive!

Stencils for multicolor designs must be mounted on a printing

frame and the stock fed to gauges. It is sometimes more conven-

ient to print monochrome designs in this way.

If much stencilling is to be done, it may be preferable to make

a wooden printing frame. A wooden rectangle similar to a pic-

ture frame is fastened with two hinges to a drawing board. Card-

board, the same size as the frame, is tacked to the bottom of the

8 frame. After an opening slightly larger than the design is cut in-

to the center of the cardboard, the stencil is taped to the under-

side, over the hole.

A simple but efficient printing device can be made from card-

board. An oblong corrugated board is bent once or twice along

the shorter dimension about a third of the way from the end. The

smaller area is glued to a piece of heavy cardboard with the in-



overleaf: Stencilling Equipment





1. Wooden stencil printing frame, stencil in place
,
paper fed to gauges

2. Cardboard stencil printing frame

3. Stencil, needle-point drill, and handmade knife

4. Ink, china slab for drying ink, brush, water dish, and stencil after use

5. Stencil and two stencil brushes, the larger of which is used for pochoir





TECHNICAL DETAILS

side of the fold upward. The opening for the stencil is cut into

the wider area.

After a piece of stock has been positioned under the stencil to

determine the location of the gauges, holes are cut into the card-

board of the hinged frame in order to allow the gauges to project.

“All the pigments are water-soluble. For black, Higgins’ wa-

terproof drawing ink; for transparent colors, tube watercolors;

for opaque colors, ‘Chinese white’ tinted with tube watercolors,

or poster colors of good quality. With a palette knife, pigments

are spread out thin on glass plates and allowed to dry. To load

the brush with just enough pigment (and not too much!) the tip

of the handle of the brush is dipped into a cup of water, a drop

or two snapped off onto the plate, and the pigment scrubbed up.

The charge that the brush carries is a critical point in the stencil

operation: too much ink or color on the brush will run under the

the stencil; too dry a brush” will produce a poorly defined print,

possibly damaging the paper as well by over-scrubbing.

to wash a stencil, moisten it under the faucet, place it flat

on the sink, sprinkle with fine cleansing powder, rub with ball

of finger, and rinse. Dry by placing it flat between paper towels.

mi>



DESIGNS FROM WOODBLOCK ELEMENTS



The woodblock process was first described by Dwiggins under

the pseudonym of Hermann Puterschein in Transactions of the

Society of Calligraphers, Bulletin No. 2, 1925:

This method ... is the by-product of an enthusiasm . . .

for the stamped congeries of sprigs and flowers that em-

bellish old Indian printed cottons. It suggested . . . that a

like naive effect might come from cutting single leaves and

buds on wood and stamping them in drawing-ink on paper.

. . . They are cut on bits of maple-wood
<(

on the plank” and

are manipulated as rubber stamps are manipulated .... I

am informed that the uncertainties incident to the process

are maddening.

Shown here are four designs made by this process, together with

some of the stamps (slightly reduced)used in their production.
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TYPOGRAPHICAL STENCIL DESIGNS



On decorating contemporary books with ornaments of contem-

porary inspiration, Paul Beaujon observes:

. . . there assuredly are abstractions behind the cold per-

fections of mechanical design that can give rise to a system

of ornament. Mr Dwiggins phrased it happily: “The thing

is not to draw the working machine, but the curve that is

in the mind of the engineer before he designs the thing.”

This can be done : Mr Dwiggins has done it. There is a mo-

ment, he argues
,
in which the mechanical designer con-

fronts his problem and finds in his visual memory a vast

equipment of potential movements, lines, curves, not of

metal parts that he has seen but of the austere bodiless

beauty of higher mathematics: gestures in space that im-

ply duration, stress, movement. . . . Mr Dwiggins has made

raids on this unconscious studio and brought out a number

of approximations in line .... Once these are put on pa-

per, the problem is how to arrange them. . .
. growth-form

is something natural and inevitable to us; and Mr Dwig-

gins is justified for this reason in combining his engineer-

ing abstractions into that most familiar mechanical pat-

tern, the structure of the plant. Hence the “vignette” in

his hands is somehow still the growing vine, but the result

is spoken as it were in the present-day vernacular instead

of by the false naturalism of a past day.

This is quoted from “On Decorative Printing in America/’ The

Fleuron, No. 6, London, 1928, which includes a discussion of

Dwiggins’ ornaments from the point of view of design.
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GEOMETRICAL ELEMENTS TEXTURES
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STEMS • LEAVES • FLOWERS
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s
> certain activity of Mr. Dwiggins was thus described by Paul

. Hollister. It is pertinent to quote at greater length:

A year or two back, if you had gone into Mr. DWiggins'

studio, you would have found him on a high stool, filing

drill-edges on a needle-point. When the needle-point had

become a drill, it was mounted in a stick. Mr. Dwiggins

then poised the needle over a sheet of celluloid, and twirl-

ing the drill between his palms as a West Indian bar-tender

twirls a swizzle stick, he would drill a pinhole in the cellu-

loid. He drilled rows of pinholes, and then more rows, and
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when he got tired, he drilled pinholes. Clients telephoned

for their drawings. Mr. Dwiggins replied sweetly that they

were almost ready—and went back to drilling fly-specks.

When he had enough fly-specks drilled, he simply used

the celluloid for a stencil, and brushed ink on paper through

the pinholes. T/z<? result, naturally, was a pattern of fly-

specks.

What of it, says you. ]ust this: neither pen nor brush in

human hands can yield on paper precisely the quality of

fly-specks drilled through a stencil with a needle. The pen

picks the paper, or flows the ink from a point; the brush-

hairs buckle uncertainly. But there is a quality to the sten-

cilled dots which pleases the eye ....

I mention it ..

.

because it is a fundamental symptom of

the quality of his work. Mr. Dwiggins sits on a high stool

and makes dots—but, from the standpoint of calligraphy,

Mr. Dwiggins is painting a twelve-league canvas with brush-

es of comet’s hair. He is one of the few men who can re-

spect the simplicity of a fly-speck, appreciate its possibili-

ties in design, and .... treat even dots in a new way.

—“Direct Advertising,” Vol. xiv, No. 3, 1928

35
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DESIGNS • SPECIAL UNITS
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BORDER DESIGNS
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Dwiggins used his allover stencil designs chiefly for creating

patterned papers for bookbindings. A small section of the design

was printed, or discharged, directly through the stencil—small

elements onto graph paper; larger, onto 3-ply Strathmore plate,

which he customarily used for stencilling. Ties were filled in if

necessary. From this small section the lithographer then built up

a negative to the desired size. Occasionally these allover designs

were stencilled in their entirety.
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STENCILLED WORDS AND MUSIC



The stencil was as well a practical tool in Dwiggins’ hands. For

daily usage there were various postal instructions to be printed

on Manila envelopes. These stencils, along with his calligraphic

return-address labels, complemented the recipient’s address in-

inscribed in Dwiggins’ highly individual handwriting—all three

contriving to make a collector’s item of a plain Manila envelope.

Stencilled letters were used for words and phrases, as well as

for captions for some of his stencil “prints,” print being used in

the sense of a multicolor woodcut.

The stencil facilitated his work in type design. As an aid in ar-

riving at the first-run experimental letters for Falcon, he cut sten-

cils for “a long and a short stem, the n arch, and a loop—twice

the size of 12 point—pretty small!—and constructed letters from

these elements by stencilling.” Later, as the face evolved, he cut

cardboard templets (equivalent to large stencils) for the same

stems and curves in the pattern drawing size.

There are several alphabets of various sizes and designs, most

of them incomplete, which Dwiggins presumably used in circum-

stances where the quality of a stencilled letter was preferable to

a drawn letter. One of the most useful of these alphabets, Impe-

rial, is in approximately 120 point size.

Dwiggins’ long-standing interest in the design of musical no-

tation took concrete form in experimental work for a music pub-

lisher. And so it is not surprising to find among his stencils notes

and clefs, sharps and flats, and other musical signs.
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SPECIAL JOBS
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POCHOIR ILLUSTRATION



Pochoir, French for “stencil,” is a method of reproducing paint-

ings by means of copper or zinc stencil plates. In Paris this tech-

nique has been highly perfected, often employing thirty or more

stencils to achieve the precise effect of the original art.

Dwiggins used pochoir, with celluloid stencils, for the illustra-

tions in several books, but in so doing he regarded it as a crea-

tive medium, not just a reproductive process. . . he wanted to

get the sharp, positive, simplified effect that results naturally from

the stencil method.” The Treasure in the Forest is so produced.

Each picture is an original in the sense that a woodcut print is an

original work of art.

For TheTime Machine and One More Spring he “worked out

his color-scheme with the stencil plates and then made discharg-

es from the stencils in black drawing ink to serve as ‘copy’ for

the process engraver.” Therefore these books contain reproduc-

tions of his original drawings.

In addition to the book illustrations, he made what might be

called pochoir “prints:” episodes from Sinbad, and, as he desig-

nated them, graphic responses to verbal stimuli, “La Paz” and

“Congo,” the latter utilizing twenty-two colors.

The stencils for three unpublished illustrations indicate that

he had considered but decided against the use of pochoir for two

other books.



NOTES AND SOURCES



Some of the designs shown in this book have been reproduced

from copy made directly from stencils; others have been photo-

graphed from the books and pamphlets in which they appeared,

resulting, at times, in ragged or imperfect reproductions.

As it was not feasible to reproduce the designs in the original

colors, those that were not printed in black are so indicated.

The books, pamphlets, or other sources of the ornaments and

illustrations are listed below, followed by the page numbers on

which the designs appear in this book. At times more than one

design comes from the same source. The designs from the same

source are listed together. Since these designs do not necessarily

appear on consecutive pages, the sources are listed sequentially

according to the first page in this book on which a design from

it appears.

71



NOTES AND SOURCES

Abbreviations: /, top; c, center; b
,
bottom; /, left; r, right

TRANSACTIONS OF THE SOCIETY OF CALLIGRAPHERS, Bulletin No. 2, February 3,

1952, Boston

Page 3 headpiece

WARREN’S STANDARD PRINTING PAPERS, S. D. Warren Co., Boston

Thirty paper samples, each with a different design, each design printed in one of fifteen

colors used in the portfolio

4 sample 13/

24 samples 27 t

,

19 Ic

,

24 rc, 28 b

25 samples It, 9 l c, 15 rc, 12 b

30 sample 7 c

31 sample 17 c

TALES, by Edgar Allan Poe. The Lakeside Press, Chicago, 1930

4 “Morelia” r

16 “The Gold Bug” tr, title page c

30 “The Purloined Letter” tl, “Berenice” tr, “Ligea” bl,

“The Assignation” br

31 “Hop-Frog”/, “The Fall of the House of Usher” b

PARAPHS, by W.A. Dwiggins. Alfred A. Knopf, New York, 1928

Text ornaments in orange vermilion

5 “The Last Mobilization” /

17 “Traverse” /, “Comment on . . . Dynamic Symmetry” r

27 “Inconclusive Incident of Mr. Wang” tl

“The Tympanum Hypothesis” tc

40 title page r

50 binding design; mars violet tl

Invitation to the AIGA Dwiggins Exhibition. New York, 1937

5 ornament; gray green r

S. D. Warren Company Booklets

6 “Anybody’s Prospect or, ‘I’ll Stick to the Old Bus;’” magenta

14 Olde Style - Antique Laid, ornament detail; orange

Unpublished Designs

9 ornament, tailpiece

34 ornament, headpiece
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Page 35 ornament, tailpiece

47 binding design for Poe’s Tales

MODERN COLOR
, by Carl Gordon Cutler and Stephen C. Pepper. Harvard University Press,

Cambridge, Mass., 1923

1 1 Chapter 5

13 Chapter 4 t. Chapter 9 b

A nnouncements for Charles Hovey Pepper Exhibitions. Doll & Richards, Boston, 1923, 1929

13 “North Country;” Prussian blue c

21 “North Country;” mars violet t

THE FLOWERS OF FRIENDSHIP, edited by Donald Gallup. Alfred A. Knopf, New York,

1953

20 binding design; gold stamping t

THE ARCHITECTAND THE INDUSTRIAL ARTS. Metropolitan Museum of Art, New
York, 1929

20 title page b

21 tailpiece c

CHELKASH AND OTHER STORIES, by Maxim Gorky. Borzoi Pocket Books, Alfred A.

Knopf, New York, 1923

21 detail of jacket design; chrome green b

THE HOUND AND HORN, Vol. Ill, No. I. Portland, Maine, 1929

27 tailpiece tr, tailpiece bl

ATTITUDES, July, 1927. The Caxton Co., Cleveland

27 title page; yellow ochre br

THE TREASURE IN THE FOREST, by H. G. Wells. Press of the Woolly Whale, New
York, 1936

37 headpiece for opening page t, five headbands for text pages c to b

THE TIME MACHINE, by H.G. Wells. Random House, New York, 1931

39 title page borders: these were printed vertically, as here, along the outer mar-

gins of the double-spread; raw umber

41 half title design

Posterfor the Society ofPrinters Meeting. Boston, December 9, 1927

40 border design for poster, fifteen inches long /

Patterned Paper for Paper-over-Boards Binding for Knopf

42 one of several designs in various brilliant colors
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GULLIVER’S TRAVELS, by Jonathan Swift. Peter Pauper Press, Mt. Vernon, N. Y. 1948

Page 50 binding design; permanent green, ultra marine over gray tr

THE COMPLETE ANGLER, by Isaak Walton. C.E.Goodspeed & Co., Boston, 1928

50 binding design; Winsor and chrome greens over gray green bl

HAJJI BABA, by J. J. Morier. The Limited Editions Club, New York, 1947

50 binding design; earth green over Indian red br

THE SCARLET LETTER, by Nathaniel Hawthorn. The Heritage Club, New York, 1938

51 binding design; grayed raw umber on gray tl

THE TRAVELS OF MARCO POLO. The Printing House of Leo Hart, Rochester, N. Y.,

1933

binding design; acra violet over Indian red tr

LAYOUT IN ADVERTISING, by W. A.Dwiggins. Harper and Brothers, New York, 1928

51 binding design; alizarin brown madder over coral bl

ELIZABETH AND ESSEX, by Lytton Strachey, Crosby Gaige, New York, 1928

51 binding design; blue-gray on earth green br

Cardboard Templets

58 templets for making pencil-outline pattern type drawings

59 templets

WAD TO RR, A Letter about Designing Type, by W. A.Dwiggins. Harvard College Library,

Cambridge, Mass., 1940

59 Falcon stencils, two times twelve point tr

ONE MORE SPRING, by Robert Nathan. The Overbrook Press, Stamford, Conn., 1935

68 headpiece, Chapter 6; van Dyke brown, oxide green, light Payne’s gray

THE WAR AGAINST WAAK. Pueterschein-Hingham, Hingham, Mass., 1948

69 illustration detail; olive green

70 illustration; light Winsor violet

Dwiggins’ Mailing Labels

71 design; red, green, and brown tl; the others were not used

Pueterschein-Hingham Notice

74 "Out of Print;” Antwerp blue





The text of Stencilled Ornament e> Illustration

has been hand set in Winchester Roman

,

an experimental Linotype face designed by Dwiggins.

It was cut in the 12 point pilot size only,
lacking italic caps.

Garamond has been employed for the folios and

supplementary material

Reproduced from the original Puterschein-Hingham edition

designed and printed by L)orothy Abbe
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